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METEORS 

A- 

/Following is the translation of an article 
by V.V. Fedynskiy in "Astronomiya v SSSRza 
Sorok Let. 1917-1957 CAstronomy in tne UbtJR 
Over Forty" Years, i'917-1957) , Moscow. Fizmat' 
giz, I960, pages 175-185*/ 

1- The Development of jtelteojlfi. 
the USSR 

In the forty years since the Great October Socialist 
Revolution, the science of meteors, as all of the natural 
sciences in the Soviet Union, has been developing inten- 
q *1 VPTV 

* Meteors are defined as cosmic substance in a frag¬ 
mented and pulverized state. At the present time the study 
of meteors is attracting the attention^both of astronomers 
and geophysicists. The astronomers study meteoric matter 
in connection with important problems involved in the struc¬ 
ture and evolution of the solar system, as yell as the pro- 
cesses of accretion and disintegration of matter within it. 
In addition to this, astronomy is directing ever greater 
attention to the dust material in the Galaxy, viewing it 
along with the masses of interstellar gas either as a 
destruction product of existing large celestial bodies, or 
asV possible ’’matrix medium” for the birth of new \miverses. 
The geophysicists look upon meteors as cosmic bodies whose 
irruption into .the uppar layer, of the earth-s atmosphere 
affords a means of studying the physical properties of these 
layers, and also of observing air currents at high altitudes. 

In addition to all of this, the meteors significantly 
affect the state of the upper ionized atmospheric layers, _ 
while the precipitation of fragments from destroyed meteoric 
bodies on the earth’s surface is continuously increasing the 
mass of our planet. According to the latest available data, 
including those obtained with the aid of high altitude 
rockets and artificial earth satellites, the daily merea 



In the earth's mess as.a result of the precipitation of 

meteoric matter Is oh the 0I,Je*. ofi,h'?fIe^).?f1^i“?'earth 
After the launching of the Soviet artificial ear 

satellites and Soviet cosmic robkets had ppened^a ne’w 
in the history of the human rate - the era of space con 
quest, the meteors are attracting the attention of re- 
qearchefs as a medium in which the motion of artificial eartn 
satellites and interplanetary robkets c®* nsiderably 

^alentifiC interest in meteors has grown consiaeraDiy 

over the last several decade?. This fact^Snv^’countrieS0"' 
gress in the field of meteoric astronomy.in.many countries, 
in particular and especially in the USSR. ,, .. . i. tr0_ 
i y Up until the middle of the nineteenth -Century, astro 
homers tended to regard meteors as. a curiosity. s± icance 
records of meteoric phenomena, having, scientific, significanc 

•whose abundant appearance was first observed by him in 
nlieeiQ jn i874-l89^f* the great Russian astronomer F«A« 

Moscow and. Pulkovo., and developed bold and original x . 
as to the disintegration of comets and the gf-6f 
evolution of meteoric streams. His works in.theif 
meteoric astronomy constituted a major c°ntrib 
to Russian, but also to World science. ^ater, V.K^, 
'Pep-paskiv. P.K. Shternberg, 1.1. Sikora, S.r. uiazenap, 
c a qh^vn S N Blazhko, and- other, scientists worked sue-. 
°-t-3gnin the fieldof meteoric astronomy:. These stu- 
riies nrepared the ground for the extensive development o 
meteoScTsSoS^in the USSR after- the Great: October . 

Sociaiist^Rev-lution. 1925 to 19^1. research in the 

field ofLttoric astronomy Ujsen to develop, sporadically at 
■first - and then ever more systematically at the ioiiowing 
Soviet scientific institutions : at the StL 
tndfitntp imenl Shternberg* the Institute of iheoreuicax_ 
GeoDhv'sics of the USSR Academy of Sciences in Moscow, and • 
at the Leningrad, -Tashkent and Stalinabad Observatories^^ 

' q p*. -ppaearchers have gone over to the planned organiza 

tion of scientific research in me^ori?riast5^y*fd|stroSom| 
- the theory and methods ^observation. in a field of astronomy 

which at that time had not yet reached a high staten?L 
cement. Amateur observations* .which are of a " 
qriantific significance in meteoric astronomy, were conduc 
led snccessSlS at ill-union Astronomical-Geodetic '. 
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S°Cietyscientific ties among Soviet meteof specialists began 
to develop (in .1929. at first in the.jform 6t 
later in the' form of conferences on cometary and meteoric 
astronomy.' . There were' three such conferences Prior to the 
start of the Second.World War - in,1935* ^37^ and 1939. 
In 1937. a Commission on Comets and Meteors waS .erected within 
the framework of the Astronomical Coiahcil of the USSR Academy 
of Sciencesj this afeehby is the co-ordihating center for 
scientific work being carried on by organizations and _in- 
dividuals in this field. The number of published scientific 
works on meteors, which appeared largely in the .Soviet scien¬ 
tific periodicals; have grown, considerably. . The _represen- 

itatives of Soviet meteoric astronomy were admitted into tne 
'Commission on Meteors (No 22) of the International Astro- 
riomical Union. in addition to this, Soviet specialists on 
meteors have established international scientific ties. 

The basic.trends of Soviet research on meteoric astro¬ 
nomy prior to 19^1 were the following; the thorough develop¬ 
ment of methods for the visual and photographic observation 
of meteors (V.A.;Mal'tsev, N.N. Sytinskaya, I.S. Astapovich, 
K* P# Stanuykovich) 5 the development of the theory of meteor 
penetration into the earth's atmosphere (V.G. Fesenkov, 
N.M. Shtaude, V.P, Vetchinkin, B.Yu. Levin)the study of 
the physical properties and air cxirrents in the upper atmos¬ 
pheric layers' (I.S. Astapovich, K.P. Stanuykovich, V. 
Fedynskiy): the study of the effects of meteors on the state 
of the ionosphere (N.A. Ivanov); the study of the astronomi¬ 
cal conditions of meteorite precipitation {L.A. huliJ£» 
Ye.L, Krinov)? the study of cosmic problems - the structure 
of meteoric streams, the connection between comets and 
meteors, and the evolution of meteoric streams (S.V. Orlov, 
V.A. Mal'tsev, T.V. Vodop'yanova, I.S. Astapovich;. it 
should be realized that this brief list includes only the main 
research trends and the names of a limited number of 

scientists.^ which began in 19^1 interfered with the devel¬ 

opment of meteoric astronomy, as happened in the case of 
many branches of natural science whose results could^not be 
directly applied in the heroic arms struggle,of the Soviet 
People against the foreign invaders. The war was, respon- 
sible for the destruction of a number of.old astronomical 
centers and forced the evacuation of some scientists to the 

. East. Meteor specialists G.O. Zateyshchikov, L.A. KuliK, 
and B.M. Mashbits fought selflessly in the front lines and 
gave their lives for the victory of the Soviet People. 
K.A. Voroshilov died of a serious illness while working in 
one of the defense Industries. Soviet scientists will 
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alwavs preserve a warm rememberance for these war victims. 
alWayS E«e these difficulties end losse:s. jeteori 
tronomy in our country continued to develop, since Soviet . . .... 
people believed firmly in the righteousness^ and final vie y 
of the cause of the Great October Socialist Revolution. 
During the years of the Second Wofld. War, Soviet scientists , 
undertook several new research f .^“Ishkhabad ar.a ^;' 
tronomy and created hew research centers at Ashkhaoaq aiia .. 

Alma-Ata.' Second WirW War. the develop- ,J 

aent o/ftudiefin the field & 

were already engaged , in ®f. to^fiad fhe^soxupion^^ - ■, 
problem of -overtaking and surpassing the level oi wona , : 

science. . ± 0^ganee ■ waS the' concentration of 'work at 
• f !4!a??fln ?elefr:ch institutes, which seriously took 

uHhe crohleS of meteoric astronomy in the post-war years. 
UP the W0^m|1«tn®1Jce; ln this connection, one^should ; 

1932^ the Stalinabad Astronomical Observatory became co^_:l 

cerned with_the study of meteors asrJt®Soviet meteor tracking 
tific objectives. rln^8. the grst bovj . period of 

STSSS^f SS4£8r£ m instalinatad 

v 
Satirwjyonsideratoiwrdyed g accor^_ 

SflSI&l^«P^en ; 
Physics, and, Geophysics Institute , contribution to * 
of Sciences,in Ashkhabad, in 19M-2. . research at 
the creation and the development Pj.-. • /0vich The staff4of 
this 'institution vas made by l.S. AstapoVicn. . (;.i, _ . 



the Astrophysical Laboratory of the Institute (Ya.F. ' 
Sadykov* Kh#D# Gul*medov* iTiV* Baiou&* -3UP. Savrukftiril 

. and others) is pursuing many aspects of meteor research by 
means of visual and radar techniques, o''-.At' the present time, 
the staff is beginning to familiarize itself with work at 
the new observatory Constructed in 1957-1958 in the Village 
of Vannovskoye (near Ashkhabad). ■ . 

, • CompLoc meteor studies by photographic and radar 
methods were_ initiate^- in 1957 in the Ukraine. The Odessa 
University Observatory (V.P. Tsesevich, Ye.N. Kramer,' ahd 
others) organized the special meteoric station of Mayaki at 
t?eJ.7outh the Dnestr River, The Odessa meteor tracking 
nocolon ™as considerably improved during the years 1956- 
1957._ The Kiev University Observatory (A,F. Bogorodskiy, 
V.P, Konoplevaa and others) organized meteor stations at 
inpol'ye and Lesniki on the banks of the Dnepr River. The 
Ukrainian astronomers are devoting the greatest attention 
to photographic observations of meteors. 

Radar methods for meteor studies within the last few 
years have been_developing at the-Tomsk Polytechnic Institute 
iuJ" Nemirova* G.S. Zubarev, and bthers). at 
the^Engei gardt Observatory -(K.V. Kostylev, Yu.A. Loshchilov, 
Yu.A. Pupyshev, and others), and at the Khar’kov Polytechnic 
JnsC^iute (E.L. Kashcheyev, I.F. Lysenko, B.S. Dudnik, 
V.F. Chepura, M.F. Lagutin, and others). Especially great 
successes in this direction have been achieved by the team 
of researchers at Khar‘kov. 

4 , Tiie problems of meteor penetration into the earth's 
atmosphere, are being investigated at the Applied Geophysics 
qnMtXDU?e ?f £he USSR Academy of Sciences (L.A. Katasev, 
S.M. Poloskov), while the quantitative aspect and distri- 
bution^of meteoric matter in interplanetary space is being 
studied at the Earth Physics Institute of the USSR Academy 
°fn??ifnces LevJn» S.V., Mayeva). The astronomical 
conditions of the precipitation of large meteorites on the 

•earth are being studied within the scope of the Committee on 
1“?! of the USSR Academy of. Sciences (V,G. Fesenkov, 
Y L”■ Y* A:A* Yavnel', I.T. Zotkin, and others). 
,' *™e development of meteoric astronomy in the USSR 
during the post-war years, was also reflected in the level 
of amateur astronomical observations of meteors. In 195© 
a group of young amateur astronomers in Simferopol1 created 

f^cti°ulng meteor station; meteoric obser¬ 
ve -.ions at thxs facility are systematically carried on by 
ama oeur s _from the Simferopol * Branch of the;All-Union ' 

fp1tJ°n^®ai”GeS;det;lc Society, as well as by visiting .ama¬ 
teurs from the Moscow, Sverdlovsk, Ryazan', and other 
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branches of the Society. • ; . . - . j. 
The mutual intercourse of Soviet meteor specialis 

became more lively’during the post-war era. The Commission 
“ e“ md Meteora Pf ttte of^iaice| _ 

t & ctt%i 
Saw MlSfed io 
institutions in the field of meteoric astroriQmyi \ The non 

Com^^Heteo^°Sasfbegm talS#! UWse a 

ln 9n IwS SSS SUJJiMSi 
Cometarv and' Meteoric Astronomy.w Soviet scientists^axso 

S!iSSli^noe' 
SmSratSdLSwSfl9|7),aana visited th Jn”g'Sf<1957) > 
vatorv of the National Research, Committee in Canada^uWf)* • 

....... ' Foreign meteor, Scientists_from_Q.sechosloyakia.^^ 
■Rule aria the German Democratic Republic, Great Britain, Bulgaria, sne ueimaii_ Sweden. Australia, and New 

Meteors^as*well afthe^GenerafAssSly^f ?he international 

evlr expanding contact among Soviet and foreign scientists. . 

: •'•'1 ' PL Research Techniques- . , 

"\ Experimental..studies of meteors in, the USSR are con-: 
ducted 'by visual, -photographic, and radar, methods. In^ ^ 
addition to this, there have Jeen .sporadic attempts made a ... 

employing ..magneticmeasurements,. ^ tM^Sea . ' 
meteors* and other possibilities in this .area, *;• . 



! Visual observations of-meteors:'have been widely em¬ 
ployed in- the USSR. Of especially.:great value are the 
approximately 20*000. observations carried out by -Up* ; : ■ 
Astapovich and his associates, according to a special 
maximal program under conditions of an. a^.nx)st constantly 
clear and transparent sky at Ashkhabad (19lf2-1952.;. 
Visual observation errors webe studied in the laboratory 
and directly by means >cf the observational materialsr this 
permitted the delineation of criteria for th© ProcessinE of 
observational results. •’ . 

• Despite the considerable systematic and incidental 
errors of visual meteor observations, the possibilities of 
this type of work are extremely varied and have not yet been 
exhausted even now with the advent of instrumental research 
techniques. Comparatively simple visual observations in 
conjunction with instrumental methods afford important sup¬ 
plementary information on meteors. ■ The systematic organi¬ 
zation of such observations, including the participation of 
amateur astronomers, is still a timely endeavor from the 
scientific standpoint. ; , . ^ , _ 

Telescopic visual observations of meteors have re¬ 
ceived considerable development in the USSR, particularly 
in connection with the wide distribution cf short-focusing, 
single lens-power instruments designed for observing artir 
ficial earth satellites. The simple methodology involved 
in these observations has been described in a number of 
works. Such observations have given valuable data as to 
the quantity and altitudes of meteors of 6-9 stellar 
magnitudes. ;. . _____ , , - 

The photographing of meteors in the USSR has been 
going on since 1932* when the first determinations were made 
of the velocity deceleration of a bright meteor according 
to a photograph obtained by means of an,obturator. In 
1938, the first meteor tracking installation consisting of 
four aggregates with 28 short-focusing cameras each was.in¬ 
stalled at the Stalinabad Observatory. ; This installation 
was used for many years in the systematic photographing of 
meteors, until its replacement in 1957 with a new and im¬ 
proved facility. "v- • _____ ... . . 

In 1956, the designing bureau of the USSR Ministry 
of Higher Education and the ’’Kinap” Factory created under 
the direction of Ye.N. Kramer a standard, tracker, which 
satisfied modern requirements and featured comparatively 
simple design and inexpensive optical components. Four 
such complete trackers had been-installed by the start or. 
the International Geophysical.Year at the observatories.in 
Odessa, Kiev, and Ashkhabad. Each tracker consists of two 
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fixed aggregates installed at the ends of a 25-^0 kilometer 
base' lilt! tech of the two aggregates in a patrol combi-^ 

nation has four single lens:Power ^?to6^^i:?pCnT1ate trans- p.1.25 D s 100 millimeters,* with automatic plate trans 
Dort on a :film folX*:.and featuring'automatic shutters and 
printing chronographs for tide precise recording o momen 
nf oneratioh with the cameras* , One of the aggregates is 
supplied with an obturator with' a.variable jros|"gc|gns ed 
vane and precisidh.^ontrol rndphanism for regula lhg ^ 

°f problems, of mctecrlo photqiraph pro- 
cesSlngare aesofibei iii,the monograph of L.I.. Kotasev. ant 
a.llo“h i numUf of articles. Many of the resultj, obtained 
inphotogfaphlc meteor, observations..Including photometric 

the development of techniques for ,measuring _.hrl|htness,^ich 
-Would take Into account1 the differing vylocitios of th 
darison stars and' the meteors. 4.special facility^ for_the 
measurement of photometric meteor images on photographic 
pistes was constructed ;ett; the Stalihabad 9i®e?7at°?n*' f. 

. . . Meteor spectrograms are obtained with .the aid of. 
short-focusing, low-dispersion pnismatic^cameras.. ^ All^of 
the spectra studied so far belong to the stony class 01 

. rWithin -recent years,, the observation pf meteors by 
radio methods has.' assumed extremely great importance. One 
of the outstanding achievements in this, area jasfhe_appli 

cation of radar in the observation of.JSh7?ta^nS?his 
bv the aorjearance of the Dr'Scomds in 19M-75 von tins 
occaslonflf turned out to be pPssible. bo,.trace^the maximum 
nf the bhenomenon after sunrise in full daylight* of the jnenom^ ^ ln che state of the atmosphere 

in connection with, the penetration of ”?*e0^n‘^eaninai933 
•initiated in the USSR as early as in 193°, continued in lydi 
during the Draconid star shower, and went on in bbe_post-war 
years as well. The activities in this area.-included the 
observation of sudden: cessations in radio communication .and 
special- radiofnoiseS'during meteor lights, the registra 
of the loudness'of reception at remote radio the 
ionospheric'•probes, !as' well as t*ie study . of variations in th 

geom^&netic^ ^gervationsi of meteors underwent^especially 

treat- development during ‘the, time of the IQ1Intern^tlq^al 
Geophysical Year)‘Meteoric observations by,^ans^f radar 
~a.nor ‘in; to the IGY program were carried out at the • . 
Astronomical Observatory..of Kazan* University, thp 
Polytechnic Institute, the Tomsk Polytechnic Institute, the 



Astrophysics Institute of -the Tadzhik SSR Academy of -Sciences, 
the Physics, and GfOphYsics Institute of the Tpxkmeri SSR 
Academy of Sciences, the Astronomical .Observatory- of the 
University of Kiev, and ||ie •Astronomical Ohs'efvAtory of the 
University of Odessa. . r • f, ,, ; ; . 

The IGY program on meteoric activity studies in¬ 
cluded the registration of the number of meteors on fixed 
wavelengths of ’Meters and 8*1 metersi the ^recordings of 
the : time of meteo'^ ’appearance, the duratiohi d^^ef^edtion^ 
from meteoric tracks, etc, , The observations 'W^rdharried 
cut on days specified in the IGY international daldiidar, as 
well as on supplementary, (control) days once in every 3-h- 
day period. Measurements according to the IGY program were 
conducted during the period ffora 1 July, 1957* through 31 
iDe&etii)er 195^* - 

The number of reflections from meteoric- tracks re¬ 
gistered on the d+.2 meter wavelength on the equipment used 
Varied from several reflections up to m-00-500; the analagous 
range of variation for the 8.1 and 10 meter wavelengths was 
from 600-1000 to several thousand. The number of prolonged 
reflections (t>1 second)differed on various days. In 

... general,i the number of such reflections observed on the 
\- b.2 meter wavelengths was 10-20$ of the total number. \ 
A Since October, 1957, measurements of the geocentric 
velocity of meteors by the diffraction technique have, been 
carried out under the direction of B.L. Keshcheyev 
(Khar’kov). Simultaneous measurements are carried, out on, 
the > = 8.1 meter wavelength of the angular altitude of the 
reflecting track (with the aid of reception on two half-wave 
vibrators located at different altitudes). 

By means of radar methods, it is possible to deter¬ 
mine an entire number of various perameters of the upper 
atmosphere: wind velocity, pressure. Coefficient of 
diffusion, the altitude of the homogeneous atmosphere,, etc. 

Over the last forty years, Soviet meteoric astronomy 
has developed A Varied and extensive complex Of investigative 
techniques. At the present time, instrumental methods.are 
being widely and systematically utilized in the solution of 
the basic problems of meteoric astronomy* 

. ai Conditions of Meteorite Precipitation 

The study of the cosmic conditions of meteorite pre¬ 
cipitation represents a: problem which overlaps both, 
meteoritics: and ,astronomy.proper. The state of.this ,pro¬ 
blem is examinedvin the- article of Ye.L. Krinov ’included in 
the present collection. ' For this reason* we shall limit 



4."!i*" " -l" 11 f* ’• 

ourselvesvto several remarks of a general cosmagonic and geo- 
nhvsical character.> The intensity of the pulverization and 
evaporation%t meteoric todies' in the-': atmosphere vis , so great , 

f*a"°|1°»'|h|auehrtKeiiatmo^ere. 

t?tSlly9?^efi^ibe earth? While Mill,to the atmosphere, 
meteorites usually lose their velocity ^leh, they had while 
travelling'1 throng)! space, and fall on the earth with a con 
stint velocity on the order of 100-350.metersvper second, de¬ 
pending ..on their mass and dimensions, and forming small l 
Lri+stiots' ot the earth’s surface 'Where one usually finds 
tMmf There are individual cases, however Jiereirteteoric 
Collisions^with the earth’s surface took place at velocities 
of over 4-5 kilometers per Second* .In such -instances, a 
Shock wave radiates out from the center? of meteor impact, as 
g^flelbStioncenter. which destroys ^^Wtipus over 

• a certain area and transforms them into a highly ^concent r at ^ 
gas The' s'udden expansion of this gas has an .explo ^ 
feet tens of times greater than would result*- were the falling 
StloritJ; S consist of Some: explosive material. sufhfas 
ttjt1 fupp 'the article on meteorites). At the poipt ox impact 
o?cnll o SltSrite! there is formed ahuge funnel-shaped . 
crater. The destruction resulting from the meteorite is in¬ 
tensified by the shock wave travelling through, the air., wh 
propagates lath great force along the trajectory of the 

meteor it e’sef light .^atiGns.: are of especially • ft® ^-Impor¬ 
tance in examining the conditions of fli|kt an lmjgc 1908. 
enormous crater-forming Tungus meteorite on 30 June, 1900^ 
A comprehensive description of the fall-of ^is remarka l 
meteorite was published by T,S. i4stap°vich and later y 
Ye.L. Krinov (see the article on meteorites), on the basis 01 
d-ta collected by:the expeditions dispatched -by the USSR 
Academy ofCSciences under the selfless direction of L.A.^ 
Kulik with the participation of Ye.L. Krinov, . • y * 
and others. The .enormous explosive^phenomena observed 
during the fall of the Tungus meteorite, comparable only to 
th* rtfects or a sudden volcanic eruption, lead one to sup- 

- nrpp o-n the basis'of the theory of. destructive action by 
; meteoritio impact .that the Tun|us meteorite itself underwent 

' iutensive^fragmentMlon^and pulveriza^io^^ ^ ^ pX,ce. 

'on 12 February! 19>t7Vin the Par East; the circumstances sur¬ 
rounding which were almost immediately xecpjdeS on motion 
picture film taken from the air and on the. earth, provided 
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interesting body of factual material on the question of the 
formation of meteoritic craters* ,, • . . . ^ _ 

It would not be out of place at this point to note 
the drawing together of the two scientific fields ol 
meteoritics and meteoric astronomy which has, taken place nver 
the last few years, since this was a natural co^sequence 
the expansion of research in the two fields. Scientists are 
now firmly establishing the singleness of the origin,of the 
entire family of small bodies in the solar system, as a 
result of which iri the next few years one can expect the 
development of co-operative studies by. geochemists, mineralo¬ 
gists, and astronomers, devoted to meteorites, and may await 
great achievements in the study of the nature-of meteors. 

b. Meteors and the Upper Atmosphere • 

Ihe first 'attempts made in our country to study the 
peranietbr's of the upper atmosphere by means .of .meteoric . . 

.'’methods were, begun in the ‘twenties. The ;instru¬ 
mental 'observations for the determination ofJ;kephysical 
properties of the upper atmospheric layers were employed m 
1932. - At the present time, photographic methods are sys¬ 
tematically used for this purpose. ' . . c. . 

The physical theory of meteors is of especially .great 
importance in the processing of experimental materials. m 
the USSR the most' Comprehensive .studies in this area were 
carried out by B.Yu. Levin. "I . ^ 

The physical theory of meteors in the earth s'atmos¬ 
phere, developed by B.Yu. Levin (1939-1941), permits .one to 
form a general picture of phenomena which take place during 

. the motion of meteors through the earth S atmosphere.. This 
theory is based on the analysis of two basic interacting pro¬ 
cesses - evaporation, and the deceleration of the meteoric 
body. ’ The air current tears off many of the molecules from 
the meteor, which form the cap of the latter. The 
permeability of the evaporated molecular cloud (cap; is sub¬ 
ject to considerable changes during the time of the meteor s 
travel/ and this fact complicates calculations of the de¬ 
celeration. The shielding of the meteor by the cloud of 
evaporated molecules has to be taken into account from the 
very point of initial inflagration. The greatest fall in 
the velocity must take place near the end of the trajectory. 
The loss of mass.by the meteoric body proceeds at a very 
rapid rate, and.even at the smallest -possible velocity 
amounts to' 9/10 of 'the initial mass. b 'd. ' v’: 

; ' Many problems in the physical theory-of■ meteors, re¬ 
quire experimental study. Of special importance m this 
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connection are the complex photographic observations of the 
altitude* velocity and character of radioactive emission of 

“ete0rSThe most important types of materials in ascertaining 
facts of the latter variety are spectrograms. k first^ 
class example of an analysis of the photograph pf a meteoric 
spectrum taken on 12 August * 1907• w®^ provided ^.93 ^ 
S.N* Blazhko, who mad© a careful s^hdV;of ^rism distortion 
and carried out two variations of Calculations for the values 
of the line wavelengths* / ■ All,|| the 
increase in brightness during ^second.halfof th^flight. 
Of the 18 lines, 6 can most probably be identified with 
calcium lines. While 2 are apparently ^gne$it^lines|v^ 

Of' great' interest is the spectruft oi a bright meteor 
taken on 12 August, 193^. Forgr-seven emission lines stand 
out clearly in the spectrum. The 2 brightest-ionized 
calcium lines appear throughout the path of the meteor, 
while the rest, belonging to iron, chromium* aluminum, and 
nickel, are exhibited only toward, the end of the trajectory. 

Radar observations of meteors also ban be used for 
determining the physical perameters ^^he.HPper atmosphere. 
The determination of the diffusion coefficient for m|teoric 
layers with an electron density not exceeding i^lOj- 
electrons/centimetero may be carried out quite^easily. At 
the same time, the change in the diffusion coefficient with 
altitude permits one to draw conclusions as to changes in 
the pressure, and to determine the altitude of t^e hom *> 

’ geneous atmosphere with a sufficient degree of,precision for 

PraCtlCCalcSatiohs of the diffpsiop cpeffij^ent . sh^d that 
within'a definite altitude range, the magnitude of the latter 
changes exponentially* The greater.the velocity of sporadic 
meteors, the wider this altitude range. ^magnitude for 
the diffusion coefficient, measured by B.L. Kashcheyev 
(Khar lkov* 1958) , turned out to he approximately 1.6 times 
greater than the value obtained from..data receiyed in 
England and the U.S. This result is fully explicable, if 

, one takes into account the fact that .the mPawements of 
pressure by means of rockets .at, altitudes of 80 100 k 
meters showed the pressures to...be..l9wer,,than would^follow 

. from the. measurements carried out in the U.S.. ana m 

. , England altitude of the homogeneous, atmosphere, calcu- 
lated with the aid of the diffusion coefficient, is equal to 
6.8 kilometers for an; altitude of about 90 kilometers. The 
first measurements already showed, the presence offeriodic 

. components in the changes of the -velocity components along 
.. 'the N-S and E'-W directions.-- The period is equal to 



approximately 12 hours,;..:" " 'A- .. 
The meteoric ionization tracks which.are the object 

of radar observations, also permit:.rather prolonged Visual 
observations with the aid of telescopes or binocula . r 
The ionization tracks as. they arise have a diameter on the 
order of several1.hundred meters, Arising in the. rarefied 
layers of the upper atmosphere at,an altitude of about 
82-90« kilometers, the ionization tracks spread out ;at;, a : 
diffusion rate- of ho less than 10 meters/second* .o -b 

:They'can frequently be seeh with the aid of a,tele¬ 
scope for 5/or;even 10, minutes after the flight of the 
meteor*- The tracks are quickly deformed, collapse into ^ 
rihg-shaped forms: or puffs, or else simply diffuse.,;* Drix- 
.ting' along With the high-altitude air currents, the track 
permits a determination to be made of its direction and _ 
velocity.^ The predominant motion takes place in an easterly 
direction with a velocity of about 70 meters/second, 
evenings the track motions become more intense ano irregular, 
after midnight, there appears a sharp predominanc|.;of 
directions toward the east and a general drop in the drift 
velocities, o:V. " A. „ 

The change in the character of track-motion with solar 
time was likewise confirmed by I.S. Astapovich.,, He explains 
the decreased drift .velocity after midnight by the temporary 
•cooling of the upper atmosphere, and connects the track drift 
peculiarities With the solar component of the daily geo¬ 
magnetic variation and the course of solar activity. ■ The 
silvery clouds regularly observed in the Northern Hemisphere 
in the crepuscular light of the summer sunrise, which are 
possibly connected with the cosmic clouds of meteoric dust, 
represent another-object for the study of air currents in the 
upper atmospheres but-at the lower altitude-range of o0~p3 
kilometers. The silvery clouds in general drift mth a _ 
Velocity of the same order as the ionization tracks,..but .in 
a westerly direction, that is in a direction opposite to that 
of. the meteoric tracks, and they exhibit a velocity decrease 
after midnight as well as a change in direction in the course 

of solar time. / . , 'V‘:.' V’" 
All of this testifies to the presence of a closed 

•circulatory.system in the air masses of the-upper atmosphere. 
Taking into"account the rotational acceleration of the earth, 

.■ it night be assumed that in the silvery cloud layer |«0-03 
•kilometers), air massses are displaced under the action"of a 
force directed from the pole to the equator, while at higher 

■1 altitudes,;in the ionization' track layer • (83^90'• kilometers), 
the masses move in the opposite, direction. This system 
of stratospheric circulation Is-'undoubtedly^ complicated-by 
the presence of local baric anomalies and, in particulars 



by the action of photonic pressure, aaj^U-as electrical 
and magnetic forces .acting in; the. rarefied medium of th 
upper atmosphere on;the particles within the. ionization 
tracks, and the silvery, clouds. - 

The heliocentric velocity ;b.f meteors vhich_deter¬ 
mines whether■ or not they belong' to the -solar system, *s 
determined by the:follQwi^ met^dsr .l),CorgtsppndingrOO- 
servations,- visuali'or.!photographic?. ,2> perio|i|.|e9^ten 

ces 'of elliptic meteoric streams;. 3) the method_of numeri 
Cal'daily variation; s-,.*+)• the visible displacement of 
radiants; 5)1 the connection- between geocentric velocitie| 
and' the observed altitudes,; : All: dftheje. methods wetetes- 

■:tea in various projects carried omt.-in tbe DS?H. . . , 
• V.A; Mal’tsev, using a combination of ^methods. ana 

(5) for determining the velocity and^orbital:elements. of“the 
GeminidSi-obtained some very interesting results. Ten. 
years in advance of the photographic observhi?l0ns carriep out 
by Whipple in the U.S., Mal’tsev showed that the Gemimd 

i stream moves around the .Sun along an elliptical or.bit, a 
must be of necessity a periodic stream.. , ., , -, , ' . , 

A great deal of attention has' been devotee, m the 
•JSSa to- the general study of radiants. systeoaticcatalo|s 
of which- were, published by V.A. Mai’tsev, .N.N. Sytinskaya. 
A.Sh. Muzafarova, :L.G. Yeliseyeva, and e J-; :: 
culation of the theoretical cometary radiants and a 
comparison of ;them with the meteoric radiants was carried 
out bv K D Pokrovskiy and G.A.,Shayn, and recently by 
Yc:H? fcaS^ri this wrk was to be of special value to. future 

■research. ■ Ye.N. Kramer published a catalog of the 280 
'cometary radiants which he had calculated, encompassing^ 
- “Sets (both elliptic, and parabolic) observed 
clusively, -whose orbits pass at. a distance ljsa uhnn 0-3 
estronomical units from the earth’s oruit., ;. Thfs worK in 

■eludes data on similar meteoric radiants according to the 
catalog's of Astapovich, Denning, Macintosh, Mal’tsev, 
Sytinskaya, and others, and also gives a survey of methods 

■ for finding the points of closest approach of orbits anp the 
calculation of cometary radiants. I.S. Astapovich.^having 
•compared his unpublished catalog of meteoric radiants with 

'^ the* catalog of Kramer," discovered that there were .26 streams 
■ (including the main active streams) connected- with comets. 

The problem of the connection between meteoric streams 
and: comets* however, cannot- be simply reduced to an identi¬ 
fication of-orbital elements for both objects. Even 
Dredikhin held to.the concept of a sudden, catastrophic 



character in the evacuation; of meteoric accumulations from 
comets. . This hypothesis obliges one to find points of 
mutual intersection in: the orbitSi of .meteoric, streams and 
comets, suggesting' t;he thought, that it. was at precisely such 
points that the dissipation of a.large aggregate of small 
bodies into small accumulations had taken, pladIn, o^*de 
to achieve this eril, it was suggested that studies be made 
of the distribution of the.poles of the orbits being studied 
over the celestial .sphiere, located in the case of ^he inter¬ 
section of the latter along the lesser’ circles;:• another 
alternative suggested was to use the Tisseran criterion. . , 
^ S.V, Orlov and T.¥. Vodop’yanova^pointed; to the exis¬ 
tence Of several comet families having intersecting orbits, 
which must have been formed as a consequence of the catas¬ 
trophic disintegration of a primary body at their.point of 
orbital intersection. ; I.S. Astapovich connects one of 
these families (comets 17*+8 II, 1790 III, 18%- II,.. and 
1911 VI) with meteorites and meteorite streams,, suggesting 
that the cosmic catastrophe’which produced them..took place - 
some time in the middle of the eighteenth century. , 

One of the basic problems of meteoric astronomy has 
to do with passing oh from the observed picture of meteoric 
phenomena to concepts as to the true distribution of_ 
meteoric matter in cosmic space. B.Yu. Levin worked suc¬ 
cessfully on this problem, and established that the geo¬ 
centric velocity of meteors considerably affects..the con¬ 
ditions of their visibility. He drew a conclusion on the 
dominant role of sporadic meteors in interplanetary space 
and made an estimate of the special density of meteoric 
matter* This estimate was connected by the author with the 
positions taken in the cosmagonic theory of O.Yu. Shmidt on 
the formation of the planetary system. € 

Finally, the complex of small bodies m the solar 
system includes the cloud of meteoric dust concentrated _ 
near the plane of planetary orbits, and visible from earth 
as zodiacal light. The photometric studies of zodiacal 
light carried out over a many year period by V.G. Fesenkov, 
were generalized by him in a number of works, in which he 
establishes the connection between zodiacal light and meteors 
moving along elliptical orbits, and presents the theory of 
the dynamics involved in the phenomenon (see the article on 
zodiacal light). .„ 

The meteoric matter which produces zodiacal light is 
periodically renewed as a result of the precipitation of 
meteoric bodies on the Sun under the influence of its 
photonic pressure. The new masses of meteoric dust which 
compensate for this loss testify to the mechanismof planet- 
c.ry disintegration which, is taking place in our time* The 
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source of this disintegration Consists-in the explosive ..gcWon 
of cosmic collisions (for example, between meteorites and . 
asteroids or hard masses of material within cometary cores), 
the tT t ake placeat a relative velocity of ^,3^, kilometers/ 
second. It a relative impact: velocity of 50 kilometers/ 
second,- the mass of the totally destroyed^asteror^or^ . 
meteorite can exceed by a factor of 10,000. the mass of the 

colliding^meteoriC^bo y^ the inevitable, fragmentation of 

blocks 'of solidified - letter ih the solar system,_bhat^i|^ ;- 
with the disintegfatio|i process, there_undoubtedly takes 
place a reverse, process of meteoric, matter concentration on 
the large planets. This’ process of concentration is aided 
by the ffeLt: regularity of mbtioti characterizing the major 
portion of the. mass of meteoric matter in the solar system, 
moving., like ..the planets, along- regular paths, . • • . 

Thus, metebric matter takes an actiVe part ,ih the , 
evolution of the solar system; furthermore, this ^artic'i- 
nation is made 'manifest in different-ways at.various,stages 
in the existence, of this system and at the different.locations 
within it. There Is a necessity for further sufficiently 
extensive and thorough studies of the nature of meteoric 
matter arid its interaction with large bodies m the solar, 
system. The-results of such studies -will be of great im¬ 
portance to the expansion of our concept as regards,the _ 
general features of the process involved in the genesis and 
development of all bodies in the solar system. 

10,106 .. . -END* 
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